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ment of the Builders. staunclmess by deviating from a circular cent, yon will probably insist that the in- whieh Messrs. 'Winans lay so much stress, ii, 
immersed cross section; the stability gained creased tendency to roll will be i:i0 per c�nt as perllaps our readers are aware, not novel." 

in this way :tcts in conjunction with the bal- also. If you should be right in thig, we feel We are not aware that any ships have been 
last and loading of the vessel to furnish the persuaded that the round form of our vessel cOllstrncterl entirely of iron, as is the case 
necessary fulcrum for the moving power of (for the reason befor0 given) will more than with Ollr'. Heretofore, iron ship�, like most 
sails, acting as it does, many times the breadth cOUl.teract this increased tenrlenry to roll, brick houses, have lIael so much wood used 

of the vessel above the resistance to be over- and that, under all contingencies, our vessel in their construction, independent of their 

come. To a vessel having the ordinary will roll less than ordinary sea-going steamers cargo, as to remler them rlestructible by fire. 

spread of canvas in proportion to tunnage, do. But our views with regard to increasecl Not so with our vessel, the plan of 
this resorting to shape in aid of ballast and tendency to roll, caused by the greater length which peculiarly adapts it to be constructed 

load to furnish the fulcrum above mentioned you mention, when applied to our plan of entirely of iron. 'Ye believe ourseives to be 

is perhaps indispensable, but not so in a ves- steamer, are exactly tI,e reverse of yours. ,Ye the first to construct a vessel positiyely fire
sel propelled wholly by steam as our is; in believe that, while the breadth of beam of our proof; that the plan of our ve,sel is peculiarly 

the latter coase the power, instead of being ap- vessel remains the same, the greater the adarted to the use of ,ecnre and numerous 

plied high above the water or point of resist- length (the ballast being increaserl iu propor- w<ltcr-tight bulkheatls; aud that our steamer 

ance, is applied directly on a line with the tion to increased tuunage) the less the ten- is the first intentled ant! so arranged as to 

resistanco to the motion of the vessel; the dency to roll sideways, or to undulate end- carry passengers apart from a combustible 

ballast furnished (as before stated) by the ways; the reason for this is that the increased cargo, (except the mail and such other small 

machinery, &c. of our vessel being amply surface presented to the water and the greater articles as can be put into iron air-tight cases 

sutficient to give it greater freedom from rock- ,·is-inertire of the mass both increase the re- or compartments,) and to thns render the 

ing than usual, and especially when taken in sistance to rolling, and these resistances and burning of the vessel at sea quite impossible. 

connection with ,the peculiar position of our each of their parts act constantly in conjunc- We do not think we haye laid too much stress 

rudders, which are "balance rudders," two tion and harmony with each other. Such on the importance of doing this. 'Ye are not 

in number, projecting with their entire sur- harmony of action is not the case with the aware that we have s,';d or written anything 

face below the bottom of the vessel, and thus forces that tend to cause this rocking mo- to warrant the conclusion which you appear 

acting with great efficiency to prevent accu- tion. The force coming from the undulatory to haye arrived at, to wit: that we claim, as 

mulation of rolling or oscillation; and also surface of water in rough weather (and this a novelty, the use of iron in the hulls of ships, 

when taken in connection with the numerous is the chief force with our plan of vessel) not or the use of water-tight bulkheads in ships. 

radial wings or vanes connecting the body of only loses harmony of action as the vessd is Objection 6.-"On the whola,looking at past 
the vessel to the outer sleeve, which wings increased in length. but one portion of such experiencc in shipbuilding, we have no hesi

MESSRS. EDITORR :-,Ve obsene that, in 
noticing our plan of steamer in the SCIF"TI>'IC 
A'IEIUC.\", yon appcnel Rome remarks in re
lation to the probable result of the experiment 
which we are about to make, and that you 
have discoyererl many objections and no vir
tues connecte.] therewith, in which onc-sided
nes, of opinion put forth to the public (so far 
as we are aware ) you stand alone. \\'e take 
no exception to anythinli you have sair! in re
lation to the probahle result; but, on the 
other hawl, we deom it l.ot only proper bnt It 
duty which It paper like yours, professing to be 
t lie true exponent of the mechanical sciences, 
owes to its patrons, to discuss such subjects as 
they come up, in advance of actual trial, with 
a view to ascertaining how their solutions as 
rletermined antecedently by science, Jeduc
tion, allel rcrt,"ning, correspond with those 
solution" ubsequently ,letermined by actnal 
practice. \Y c shall therefore be pleased to 
have' you fm·ther discuss this matter in the 
Scn:"TIFIc A'IFRICA", and to give your views 
fredy ana fully. Hoping that you will do so, 
we will mention some of the prominent objec
tions tlmt ''''''c been made to our plan of 
steamer by scientifiC and practical men, and 
give you our views in relation to thes� objec
tions as well a' those made by yoursch'es :-

Objection 1.-" It is without sails, 80 that 
if any accident occurs to the machinery, it 
mmt lie a hPlrk's log upon the wavcs." 

To this we answer that th� propelling 
wheel is Jriyen by fonr distinct engines, any 
one of which is, a� we believe, capable of 
driving the ve85(·1 ten miles per ],011r. These 
engines are supplied with steam by two separ
ate hoil ers, si tuated in different ends of the 
Yes<el. Two of the four engines are coupled 
on to one end of tI,e propelling shaft and two 
of them Oll the other; so that one or more of 
the enliines can be detached withont interfer
ing \":iil, n,e working of the others. Further: 
the nr\'an?'(,111cn1 b �1l('11 that, if tl1e ('rank 
pin or journal of the shaft should give way 
on One enel, the vessel can be propelled with 
f(ood eff"ct hy the engines which gear on to 
the other enrl. The propelling wheel is better 
shielded from injury than either the ordinary 
screw-propeller or the side paddle-wheel, and 
is, from its make, less liable to damage. 
The propelling wheel shaft i�, from its 
shortne'" compactness, anel the smaller 
strain to which it is subjected in propor
tion to the power exerted, less liable to 
injury than the shaft of either of the ordinary 
propelling wheels above mentioned. The 
vp.,sel has two rndders, either of which will 
steer it well. lIence, we be liove that the 
chances of our vessel becoming so deranged 
as to leave it ... itliont steam propelling power 
or stecrinli apparatus are two or three-fold 
in its fayor as compared with ordinary steam 
vesse1B. But should it be left without steam 
power, then, and not before, will sails make 
their appearance externally on the vessel, 
sufficient to keep steerage and headway on it; 
the smoke-pipes answering the purpose of 
masts to rig the sails upon. SUch has been 
our plan, and such will be the arrangement; 
but if, by possibility, our vessel ,houlel be left 
without any propelling power, and "lie a 
helpless log npon the waves," we believe it will 
be very much safer in snch condition than it 
wonld be if constructed On any other plp.n of 
seu.-going steamer now in use, and also less 
liahle to remain in such condition. 

Objection �,-(( However strongly its parts 
may he secllr",l t0gether, its shape is an un
stable one:' 

\Vc presnme this llleam that it iB unstable 
becauso the outline of the cross section of 
each and every part of the vessel is a circle. 
:\ow, we believe that our vessel, because of its 
circular form, when used in combination with 
the low position c,f the machinery, anchors, 
chains, and other necessary appendages, and 
when propelled by steam power only, will 
have much le88 side motion or rolling on its 
longitudinal axis in a rough sea than any 
sea-steamer now in nse, Vessels carrying 

tation in saying that the 'cigar build' will 
form channels parallel to the motion of the force counteracts the other portion all the prove no success, and that the experimental 
vessel, through which a large bulk and better as the length of the vessel is increased. one will must likely be the last." 
weight of water is constantly passing with Our reasoning is assisted in this by imagining 
great rapidity when the vessel is in motion; a vessel built on our plan, of 16 feet beam 
thus powerfully resisting any tendency to and several miles in length. The nUmerous 
rocking or oscillation. The shape which is waves that would be constantly acting in op
usually adopted, to aid the ballast in giving position to each other, and the sl'ortness of 
stability to sailing vessels, acts well and in the time that any one or more waves would 
harmony with the ballast when the surface of be left free to exert a rocking influence unop
the water is level or nearly so; but it is far posed by the counteracting influence of other 
from acting well in assisting to keep the deck waves of equal or nearly equal energy, would 
of a vessel level when the surface of the sea is be such that very little rocking would take 
quite rough. The more the shape of the ves-
sel produces resistance to being careened or 
rocked sideways, to Rnd fro, on smooth water, 
the greater is the power of the waves when 
the watel is rough to rock it sideways, back 
and forth. Such is not the case in relation 
to the resistance to side-rocking obtained by 
ballast placed low down in the vessel, for this 
resistance is constant and uniform in its action 
for good, whether the water be rough or 
smooth; therefore, for a sea-going vessel de
signed to be propelled by steam alone, it is 
decidedly best to depend exclusively upon bal
last for stability, and to make the vessel per
fectly round throughout its cross section, 
which shape more perfectly than any other 
disarms the waves and rough water of their 
power of disturbing that position which the 
ballast of the vessel constantly tends to main
tain. 

Objection 3.-" Theory and practice have 
demonstrated that the 'wave-line' system is 
the true one on which to construct vessels that 
are to cleave the waters with safe rapidity, 
but this boat does not admit of these lines." 

If our vessel were a solid instead of being a 
a hollow spindle, and all the material in it so 
arranged-without moving any of it back
wards or forwards-as to make the bottom 
and top lines straight and parallel with each 
other, it would produce a much more perfect 
form of "wave-line" ,'essel than is to be 
found in present use. The sirle lines would be 
composed of reversed curves giving the hol
low bow anJ stern and swelling middle. But 
we are persuaded that, when the solid spindle 
was in the form of "wave-line" just de
scribed, it would meet with greater resistance 
in passing through the water than when in its 
present shape, for the reaSOn that more sur
face would be presented to the water, and the 
water would move out of the way of the ves
sel and fall in behind it by lines less easy and 
short than will be the case with the form we 
ha ve adopted. 

Objectioll 4.-" The 10Hg and narrow ships 
have been found to roll almost too much as it 
is ; what then may be expected from a ship 
much narrower in proportion than any ship 
now built, and which is so shaped as to sail 
equally well in any po�ition ?" 

place, even if the sea were ever so rough. I f  
y o u  s a y  that this ,loes not represent the case 
agreeably to yonr meaning, and that to do 
80, the comparison must be between vessels of 
equal tunnage, and consequently that, as the 
length is increased, the breadth of beam 
must be diminished, so as to preserve the tun
nage equal; then, to meet this view of the 
subject, we will suppose two vessels of 4,000 
tuns burden each, buH t and prop elled on our 
plan, one of them being 300 and the other 
600 feet in length. We believe that the 
longer and narrower vessel will have less ob
jectionable motion, when all the rocking and 
undulations are taken into the aggregate, 
than the vessel with the broader beam and 
halflength; because the double length, upon 
the principles before stated, will be of im
portant a dvantage in diminishing side-rock
ing, and will also materially diminish longi
tudinal undulations. 

Again, we will suppose two vessels of our 
plan and mode of propulsion, both being 500 
feet in length, one of them being 20 and the 
other 40 feet in diameter, both being without 
smoke-stack, ventilator, and hand-railing, 
and the center of gravity of each being 
equally low down in proportion to their diame
ter; in this case the rocking of the narrow 
vessel would be no greater than that of the 
other ; for the reason that the force and tI,e 
lever by which it acts to rock the vessel, and 
the force and the lever by which it acts to re
sist the rocking, arc at least as favorable, 
upon an average, to the small vessel as to the 
large one. In practice, the vessel of smaller 
diameter may require higher smoke-stacks 
and ventilators in proportion to diameter, and 
thereby slightly increase the leverage by 
which the wind tends to rock the vessel by its 
action upon them. In this way the narrower 
vessel may suffer a slight but scarcely appre
ciable disadvantage as compared with the 
vessel of larger diameter; but when com
pared with the ordinary sea-going steamers, 
a decided advantage will be had hy our plan 
of vessel. 

Objection 5.-" Iron ships are now con
structed, and the use of this material, and the 

T o  this sweeping objection we shall at pre
sent only say we differ with you in opinion, 
and hope that you will publish, at greater 
lengtll, your reasous in support of such con
clusions, together with our own views and 
reasonings herein set forth. 

It has been said, further, that our vessel 
will bury itself so deep in the water, when 
running at full speed, as to be rendered im
practicable from this cause alone. What are 
your views with regard to this assertion, and 
also as to the speer! which Ollr vessel will be 
able to maintain in smooth as well as rOligh 
water? Each of the four cylinders is 24 
inches in diameter and 26-inch stroke; and 
each of the two boilers has about 1,i:i00 super
ficial feet of fire surface and 40 feet of fire
grate; the fire in the furnaces is to be urged 
by exhausting the steam from the cylinders 
up the chimney, after the plan of locomotive 
engines; the pressure of steam is to be 100 
pounds, and a variable cut-off; the vessel is 
180 feet long, 16 feet beam, and 350 tuns 
displacement of water. 

In our circular we also gave our ideaij as 
to the advantage of our plan of propeller; we 
would be pleased to have your views on this 
subject also. If your views of our plan of 
vessel shall prove to be correct, it will result 
in an increased confidencQ in the public mind 
in your teachings on such subjects. 

ROS8 WISAN�. 
THOMAS Wl"AS�. 

Baltimore, Md., Nov., 1858. 
....... 

U�eflll Composition. 
A composition has been patented in Lon

don, for manufacturing molded articles from 
a mixture of the asphaltum of tar and fine 
brick dust. This asphaltum is the residue left 
in the retorts in distilling gas tar to obtain 
naphtha; it is kneaded with one part of brick 
dust, and then molded into the desired fonn 
for picture frames, or any other article de
sired. From such cheap materials it is thought 
that a composition may be made which can 
be vulcanized, and from which articles like 
canes and combs, may be manufactured .  
In Paris a compound of albumen and sawdust 
is proposed for the manufacture of various 
molded articles. Pure albumen, obtained 
either from eggs or blood, is slightly diluted 
with water, and in this fine sawdust is sonked: 
it is then submitted to senre preisure in a 
press, after which it is forced into metal 
molds, which should be kept heated during the 
process of fabrication. As soon as the mold
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ing is completed, the mold is plunged in cold . � 
water, to cool the articles. � �---------------------
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